
User Story

A Talk with a Web Developer Who Saw Conversions Skyrocket 

on Multiple Sites.  All Thanks to Inspectlet.

Inspectlet excels at letting site users tell their stories.  We interviewed Nathan Lippi, a software consultant 

at userprof.it, who has used Inspectlet at several startups so that he could tell his story of how Inspectlet 

made tangible di�erences to the user experience at each one of the companies at which he worked.  

Since Nathan used Inspectlet on a variety of sites, he was in a unique position to see the tool in action in 

many di�erent ways and was able to make a series of vital fixes using the data gathered by Inspectlet.

inspectlet

Nathan Lippi is a software consultant, specializing in conversion rate optimi-

zation.  He has worked in web development at Scribblar and Bitsplit, among 

others.  He currently works at Userprof.it, which helps pair users with the 

conversion rate optimization tools that are right for their site.



Issue 1: Streamlining the Process

On Scribblar.com, an online tutoring platform, Nathan 

got the most value out of Inspectlet’s insights on the 

pricing page.  Nathan could see that users were clicking  
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   … the results were immediate. There was a 

250-300% increase in signups

frantically around the site and typing into the search bar the words “free plan” and “demo.”  There was not yet a 

free plan at the time, but the site promptly added one and the results were immediate. There was a 250-300% 

increase in signups. At the same time, Nathan was able to see that people were having to go through far too 

many steps in order to get started.

“To sign in to the app, they had to click Get Started, go to the pricing page, they had to find a plan, click on the 

plan, then they had to fill out this long form.”

Nathan ran Inspectlet with Optimizely’s A/B testing software, which integrates with Inspectlet

(https://help.optimizely.com/hc/en-us/articles/204597488-Integrating-Optimizely-with-Inspectlet), to make the 

necessary changes to get to the sign up page in as few pages as possible. Nathan eventually streamlined the 

process and e�ectively collapsed the conversion funnel from three pages to one.  In the end, he found that the 

most useful layout was to make the signup form just two fields on the home page, which greatly increased sales.



Issue 2: Building Around the User’s Intuition

Nathan recalled the first time he had ever used 

Inspectlet, which was on his blog.  He was 

impressed by the speed of the installation process. 

Nathan was trying out competitor’s products as 

well at the time, but settled on Inspectlet based on 

the tool’s unparalleled ability to handle AJAX 

Later, when Nathan was working at Bitsplit, a Bitcoin 

gambling site, he used Inspectlet again to analyze user 

behavior. Soon after looking at his recordings, Nathan 

saw that 75% of users on the site didn’t speak English. 

He could see that they kept trying to turn on Google 

Translate, but because of the way that the site was set 

up, even though it translated all of the text on the page 

itself, all of the pop-ups were reverting back to English.   

Issue 3: Lost in Translation

Nathan could tell that it was frustrating and many 

visitors were leaving. Once he gained this piece of 

information about his customers, he was able to 

make sure that the pop-ups were also translated 
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    He could see that they kept trying to turn 

on Google Translate ... but all of the pop-ups 

were reverting back to English

 I’d usually go on a burst of watching 

videos for a day or two and I’d spot 

enough things to give me enough to work 

on for a couple weeks 

elements. Nathan noted that Inspectlet was able to give him valuable data instantly.  “I feel that it’s almost 

immediate. I’d usually go on a burst of watching videos for a day or two and I‘d spot enough things to give me 

enough to work on for a couple weeks.”  

Using the data gleaned from Inspectlet, Nathan learned that 75% of his visitors were looking at his blog on 

mobile phones. He noticed that people were trying to swipe left or right even though it did nothing to the 

page. Nathan then implemented a Wordpress plugin that allowed them to swipe between both.  He was able 

to find a new way of interacting with the site that users already found intuitive, before the functionality existed. 

Nathan was able to build the functionality around the users’ intuition to create a smoother flowing site.  By 

using the users’ input this way, they became a partner in helping him design his site.

and this greatly reduced his bounce rate. Hopefully Nathan’s story has provided some valuable insights to you,  

just as user stories have been providing insight to Inspectlet’s clients. To see Inspectlet in action yourself, sign 

up for a free demo available on our Plans and Pricing page and begin hearing your users’ stories.


